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ABSTRACT
The so-called double–double structure in radio sources is the most conspicuous signature of their restarted activity. Observations
indicate that in the majority of double–double radio sources (DDRS), the span of the radio lobes is larger than 0.7 Mpc. This lower
limit is also suggested by theory. However, it seemed likely that the apparent core of B 0818+214, a radio galaxy with an overall linear
size of its radio structure below that limit, could harbour a compact double well aligned with the outer lobes so that the whole object
would fulfil the criteria of a DDRS. Here, we present evidence that the central component of B 0818+214, when magnified through the
EVN+MERLIN 18-cm observations, shows two FR II-like lobes. As the separation of the inner lobes is not greater than 5.7 kpc, they
are immersed in the ISM of the host galaxy. This circumstance is the likely reason why the inner double has become visible, despite
the predictions of the theory according to which B 0818+214 as a whole is too small for a new double to develop inside the cocoon
inflated during the previous active phase. Moreover, we speculate that its host galaxy is not active at the moment and so the inner
double may be in the coasting phase often observed in other medium-sized symmetric objects with intermittent activity. It could be,
therefore, that two different mechanisms of accretion disk instabilities, ionisation and radiation-pressure driven, may be independently
responsible for triggering active phases, manifesting as the outer and the inner doubles, respectively.
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1. Introduction
According to a well-established paradigm, the activity of galax-
ies can be recurrent. For radio-loud active galaxies, Best (2007)
suggested that their activity must be constantly re-triggered.
Given that the lobes that build up during the active phase
are huge reservoirs of energy – the minimum energy stored
in the lobes is in the range of 1060 to 1064 ergs (see e.g.
Richstone et al., 1998) – it can take up to 108 years for them to
disappear once the energy supply from the active nucleus cuts
off (Komissarov & Gubanov, 1994; Slee et al., 2001). Because
the lifetimes of relic lobes are that long, it is plausible that a
new active phase of a galaxy may begin before the old lobes
have faded out completely, so that its radio images show com-
ponents resulting from both current and past active periods.
The signature of such a renewed activity is most convinc-
ing if a large, double-lobed relic structure straddles a pair of
young lobes giving rise to the so-called double-double radio
source (DDRS) (Lara et al., 1999; Schoenmakers et al., 2000a,b;
Saripalli et al., 2002, 2003; Saikia et al., 2006) or even triple
double (Brocksopp et al., 2007). DDRSs are almost entirely
identified with galaxies; an exception – quasar J0935+0204
(4C 02.27) – has been found by Jamrozy et al. (2009).
Typically, the separation of the outer lobes in DDRSs is not
greater than one order of magnitude that of the inner lobes. For
example, the outer/inner double size ratio for the sources shown
in the seminal paper on DDRSs by Schoenmakers et al. (2000a)
ranges from 2 (B 1240+389) to 9 (B 1450+333). At first sight,
this appears puzzling since the new lobes/hotspots started to ex-
pand much later than the old ones, so that they should be much
closer to one another. However, hotspots pushed by restarted jets
propagate much faster because of the low density of plasma in-
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side the cocoon inflated during the previous phase of activity,
compared to those of the old jets moving through the much
denser intergalactic medium (IGM) (Kaiser et al., 2000, here-
after KSR). Therefore, even if the length of the previous active
phase had been the maximum possible (108 yr) and assuming
that the activity then ceased for a substantial amount of time
(also of the order of 108 yr), once it was re-triggered, the inner
structure developed quickly enough so that it is able to catch
up with the outer one. It is speculated – see e.g. KSR – that
the inner lobes can reach the old cocoon boundary, cross it, and
then overtake the outer ones. Consequently, these objects could,
paradoxically, also be treated as DDRSs, or “inverted DDRS”.
PKS 0349−27 seems to be an extreme case of such a scenario
– see the image presented by Morganti et al. (1993). Here, the
new lobes have overtaken the old ones and appear as completely
separate entities. As a result, the whole source is clearly double-
double but, unlike in standard DDRSs, in PKS 0349−27, the
relics are not the outer but the inner pair.
Because of that rapid development of the inner lobes, it
would appear that DDRSs where the separation of the inner
lobes is significantly smaller than that of the outer lobes should
be rare. Yet, 3C 236 (Schilizzi et al., 2001) and J1247+6723
(Marecki et al., 2003) are such special cases of double-double
morphology where the inner part is too compact to be properly
imaged in the maps encompassing the outer one and so, as a
whole, the source does not appear as a DDRS but as a core-
dominated triple (CDT), where the alleged core is actually a
compact, luminous double source. J1247+6723 is the most ex-
treme case of such situation known to date; here, the ratio of
the size of the outer to inner double is five orders of magnitude.
These two examples are clear indication that at least some CDTs
could be concealed DDRSs. Konar et al. (2004) pointed out that
the central component of a CDT was more likely to be a com-
pact double if that component had a steep or gigahertz-peaked
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spectrum (GPS)1. Hence, investigations of CDTs with GPS or
steep-spectrum cores could lead to discoveries of more DDRSs
where a new active phase was triggered only recently so that the
linear sizes of the inner doubles are still small.
The catalogue of radio sources extracted from the Faint
Images of Radio Sky at Twenty centimetres (FIRST) survey
(White et al., 1997)2 is very well suited for machine-aided
search for CDTs. To this end, Marecki et al. (2006) – hereafter
Paper I – developed an automated procedure. They also used the
GB6 catalogue (Becker et al., 1991) to calculate spectral indices
between the frequencies of these two surveys and selected only
steep-spectrum sources, i.e. those where α > 0.5 (S ∝ ν−α).
Obviously, calculation of the spectral indices of the “cores”
alone was not possible because of the resolution limit of the GB6
survey so this criterion was fulfilled only approximately. A large
fraction of core-jet sources, which typically have flat spectra,
possibly were eliminated in this way.
A sample of 15 sources resulted from this selection proce-
dure and is given in Table 1 of Paper I. Their cores were observed
with MERLIN at 6 cm – see Paper I. As a result, B 0818+214
emerged as the most likely candidate for a DDRS since it ap-
peared to have two components in the centre very well aligned
with the outer lobes (Paper I, Fig. 1). Admittedly, the inner com-
ponents were largely asymmetric so, at that stage, a core-jet
morphology could not be ruled out. Whether the inner dou-
ble was actually two FR II-like (Fanaroff& Riley, 1974) lobes
could only be decided by means of a low-frequency, high-
resolution observation. Thus, B 0818+214 was followed up at
18 cm (1658 MHz) with the European VLBI Network (EVN)
supplemented with MERLIN. Here, the outcome of these latest
observations is reported.
2. Observations and results
The overall structure of B 0818+214 as seen in FIRST im-
age is shown in Fig. 1 of Paper I. The source has three aligned
components, the middle one being roughly an order of magni-
tude stronger than the remaining two – see Table 2 of Paper I.
The dominance of the central component is particularly obvi-
ous when the peak flux densities are compared: 6-7 mJy for each
of the outer lobes and 142 mJy for the “core”. The peak flux
densities of the lobes are about 3 times less than their total flux
densities, which may suggest that these structures are diffuse as
expected for relic lobes.
High-resolution observations of the “core” of B 0818+214
were carried out on 10 June 2007 at 1658 MHz with phase
referencing. The network consisted of 14 telescopes of the
EVN and MERLIN including the largest two, Lovell and
Effelsberg, although due to technical limitations of the combined
EVN+MERLIN network, visibilities for only 41 baselines were
obtained. Nevertheless, this and the length of the total time spent
on the program source – nearly 4 hours divided into 23 10-min.
scans spread over 7.5 hours – resulted in a very good, uniform u–
v coverage and good sensitivity: the noise in the resulting image
was ∼40 µJy/beam.
The reduction of the data using AIPS was carried out in the
standard way and produced the image shown in Fig. 1.
The 18-cm flux densities of the components of the southeast-
ern lobe (A1, B1, and C1) were measured by fitting Gaussian
models using the AIPS task JMFIT and are listed in column 2 of
Table 1. Column 3 gives the flux densities of their equivalents at
1 In fact, the inner structure of J1247+6723 is a GPS source.
2 Official website: http://sundog.stsci.edu
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Fig. 1. EVN+MERLIN image of the inner double of
B 0818+214 at 1658 MHz. Contours increase by a factor
of 2; the first contour level corresponds to ≈ 5σ level which is
0.21 mJy/beam. The peak flux density is 35.1 mJy/beam. The
beam size is 37 × 32 milliarcseconds at the position angle of 0◦.
6 cm (4994 MHz) extracted from the MERLIN image shown in
Fig. 1 of Paper I. Due to the limited resolution of the MERLIN
6-cm map, it was not possible to fit a Gaussian model for com-
ponent B2 of the northwestern lobe in that image. Thus, we used
the AIPS TVSTAT utility to measure the total flux densities of
that lobe for both 18-cm and 6-cm images. They are given in the
bottom row of Table 1.
Table 1. Flux densities and spectral indices of the components
of the inner double.
Component Flux density [mJy] Spectral index
1658 MHz 4994 MHz
A1 11.7 6.2 0.57
B1 9.9 4.4 0.75
C1 10.9 2.3 1.40
A2+B2 108.6 39.1 0.93
Based on the flux density figures in columns 2 and 3, the
spectral indices of the source’s inner structure have been calcu-
lated and are shown in column 4. The values of the indices make
it clear that A1, having the flattest spectrum, must be a hotspot.
Since the spectrum becomes steeper to the north-west, indicating
increased spectral age in that direction, the whole southeastern
feature of the inner structure appears as a typical FR II lobe. The
morphology and steep spectrum of the A2–B2 region also leaves
no doubt that it is the second lobe.
3. Discussion
KSR developed a general theory of DDRSs. The main conclu-
sion of their work is that the interior of the old cocoon is an en-
vironment where the lobes resulting from a new phase of the nu-
clear activity could not develop easily. For example, KSR show
that the scenario of a mere replacement of the cocoon material
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by the surrounding IGM is inefficient as it would require 108 yr
to refill the cocoon once the bow shock has disappeared. Since
the above replacement time is close to the decay time of the lobes
and disappearance of the bow shock can also take a considerable
amount of additional time, DDRSs should rarely be observed as
even the largest/oldest ones would never be mature enough (in
terms of the internal density) to host a new double.
In an alternative model, KSR posit the presence of warm
clouds of gas embedded in the hot IGM. Unlike in the previous
scenario, such clouds are able to pass the cocoon border even
if there is still a bow shock surrounding the outer source struc-
ture. Having done so, they break up into smaller fragments in-
side the cocoon. This dispersion process takes∼5×107 yr. Such a
timescale, albeit of comparable magnitude, gives the chance for
new lobes and hotspots to develop but only in radio objects with
linear sizes of more than ≈700 kpc. It follows that, even if the
activity in a younger source could actually stop and then restart,
such an event would remain unobservable.
B 0818+214 lies within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey foot-
print and it is listed there as an mR = 21.73 galaxy. Since no red-
shift is available, only the upper limits to the linear sizes of both
the outer and the inner doubles can be established. Given that for
the up-to-date cosmological parameters (H0 = 71 km s−1/Mpc,
ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73, Spergel et al., 2003) the maximum pos-
sible angular-size distance DAmax = 1765.1 Mpc (for z = 1.64),
the largest ratio of linear to angular sizes for any object in
the universe is 8.558 kpc/′′. Hence, the overall angular size of
B 0818+214, 68′′, yields its maximum linear size of 582 kpc
whereas the angular size of the inner double, 0.′′67, translates
to not more than 5.7 kpc. These are the projected sizes, but the
absolute sizes are not likely to be significantly greater. This is
because if the angle θ between the source axis and the line of
sight was considerably less than 90◦ then the light travel-time
difference between the epochs in which we observe the outer
lobes of 1.9/ tan θMyr would be of the order of 106 yr. Such a
large time lag would inevitably result in a noticeable asymmetry
of the outer lobes seen at two well-separated stages of the decay.
This is not observed for the outer lobes of B 0818+214: their flux
densities, armlength ratios, and shapes are very similar.
As the upper limit for the linear sizes of B 0818+214 is
below the threshold required by KSR, it might appear that
their model is not applicable to radio sources like B 0818+214.
However, the problem can be resolved taking into account that
B 0818+214 is not a typical DDRS since the inner lobes are two
orders of magnitude more compact than the outer ones. Hence,
although the inner double is not as small as that of J1247+6723
where we observe an FR II-like double with the linear size of
the order of 10 pc (Marecki et al., 2003), here, we have a kpc-
scale, i.e. medium-sized symmetric object (MSO, Fanti et al.,
1995). Because of its size, it is not immersed in the low-density
medium of the outer cocoon as in standard DDRSs but rather
lies in the ISM of the host galaxy and strongly interacts with it.
Such interactions are observed in many compact sources – see
Labiano et al. (2005, 2006), Holt et al. (2006), Labiano (2008)
– and should be expected in B 0818+214. This circumstance ex-
plains why it could have developed at all and become observable
despite the predictions of KSR.
Another potential problem is that the inner lobes of
B 0818+214 are highly asymmetric in terms of their flux den-
sities but, again, this is quite normal as, due to interactions with
asymmetric medium in the central regions of their host galax-
ies, compact steep spectrum (CSS) sources are more asymmetric
than larger sources of similar powers (Jeyakumar et al., 2005).
The majority of MSOs are CSSs and this is the case for the inner
part of B 0818+214. Another factor that may contribute to its ob-
served asymmetry is the orientation. If the inner lobes have just
entered the coasting phase – see the next paragraph – the fast de-
cay of such compact lobes combined with the light travel-time
effect could be responsible for the differences in their appear-
ances.
There is yet another characteristic that makes B 0818+214
a special object. The majority of well-defined DDRSs, apart
from two pairs of lobes, have a core. While this is the case for
B 0925+420, B 1240+389, B 1450+333 (Schoenmakers et al.,
2000a), B 1834+620 (Schoenmakers et al., 2000b), J0116−473
(Saripalli et al., 2002), and B 1545−321 (Saripalli et al., 2003),
we have found no core in B 0818+214. This could mean that the
energy transport from the core has ceased, although, taking into
account that at least one hotspot is still visible, this should have
happened very recently. Given that the linear size of the MSO
in the centre of B 0818+214 is a few kpc and assuming a lobe
expansion rate of the order of 0.1c (Scheuer, 1995), it appears
that the cessation of activity happened after a relatively short
active period with a length of the order of 105 yr. The duration
of the active period may be even shorter because lobe expan-
sion rates for DDRSs could equally well be even 0.3c as shown
by Schoenmakers et al. (2000b) for B1834+620. Therefore, the
inner part of B 0818+214, like other MSOs, could be inter-
mittent on a timescale of 104 − 105 yr as originally theorised
by Reynolds & Begelman (1997). Recently, a short-timescale
intermittency in young radio sources resulting from radiation-
pressure-driven instabilities in accretion disks was modelled by
Czerny et al. (2009) and studied on samples of GPS/CSS sources
by Wu (2009a,b).
The assumption that the MSO in the centre of B 0818+214 is
in the coasting phase leads to the conclusion that the behaviour
of the active nucleus in B 0818+214 fits two different evolu-
tionary tracks. On the one hand, its outer lobes resulted from a
long phase of activity interrupted due to e.g. ionisation instabil-
ity operating on longer timescales (Hatziminaoglou et al., 2001;
Janiuk et al., 2004, and references therein). On the other hand, in
the most recent activity cycle, the central source is intermittent
due to radiation-pressure instability operating on much shorter
timescales (Czerny et al., 2009). Hence, it appears that two ac-
cretion disk instability mechanisms, ionisation and radiation-
pressure driven, could be at work in the same galaxy and the
outburst resulting from the short-timescale instability may oc-
cur during the quiescent phase of the long-timescale instability.
A direct consequence of this scenario is that B 0818+214 in its
present form would not evolve to a standard DDRS.
4. Concluding remarks
Recurrent activity in galaxies is likely to be much more ubiqui-
tous than it appears and the re-triggering timescales can span
several orders of magnitude. The main reason for why we do not
see many such events in the form of a DDRS is that young jets
often travel silently in the cocoon inflated during the previous ac-
tive phase because of its low density and so they do not develop
shocks/hotspots. On the other hand, the quiescent state of an ac-
tive nucleus for a given cycle can be longer than the decay time
of the outer lobes. This could explain the negative result of the
search for relics carried out by Sirothia et al. (2009). Therefore,
it looks as if some fine-tuning between the lifetime of the outer
coasting structures and the time needed to refill the cocoon is re-
quired to make it possible for a standard DDRS phenomenon to
take place and that fine-tuning often does not work.
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Out of the wide spectrum of sizes of the inner doubles, only
radio sources with either the largest or the smallest ones can be
observed: the former are perceived as classical DDRSs, whereas
the latter appear as CDTs and only high-resolution observations
of their “cores” can reveal their true nature. For the latter group
of objects, a sub-galactic size of the inner double is likely so that
the radio source is embedded in the host galaxy. This circum-
stance makes the above-mentioned fine-tuning not necessary for
them as the ISM is always dense enough for an FR II-like struc-
ture to develop and so whether the outer cocoon has already been
refilled or not is irrelevant. CDTs are, therefore, a potential reser-
voir of numerous DDRSs with the caveat that not every CDT will
turn out to be a DDRS. For example, Marecki (2004) presented a
high-resolution observation of a CDT source J1708+0035 whose
central component is not a compact double but a core-jet struc-
ture. Moreover, a conspicuous misalignment between the axes of
the inner and the outer structures is present in that source which
makes it belong to a different class of object. Further specimens
of this class are shown and an interpretation is given in Paper I.
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